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Overview 

This quick guide looks at the business of selling innerwear. These include socks, boxers, 

panties, bikers, handkerchiefs, bras, vests, lingerie and such.  
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The guide in terms of consumer behavior and market trends is applicable to many urban and 

rural areas but a little biased towards Nairobi when it comes to suppliers. This guide will help 

you quickly understand the business, buying habits and margins. 

The innerwear business has been evolving for the last twenty years. Out are the conservative 

attitudes towards innerwear and in are the open and experimental. This is both for male and 

female innerwear. Although the ‘shame’ of purchasing innerwear still exists it’s been eroded to a 

large extent such that underwear is openly displayed and traded on the streets.  

The Kenyan innerwear market is largely focused on the mass market. There are no established 

brands. For the mass market which also includes a large part of the so called middle class very 

few consumers can identify particular innerwear brands. Most of the innerwear in the market is a 

commodity, not branded at all and consumers don’t care. And where it’s branded, it’s fake; the 

street vendor selling a Calvin Klein boxer for Kshs.100. 

That said a few consumers have developed ‘sophisticated’ tastes and are very particular about 

the innerwear brands they buy. The high end branded innerwear market is a niche market which 

requires very good knowledge of the European and American markets.  

There is a future for branded innerwear locally. We will cover this section of the market in a 

different guide. For now let’s focus on the mass market.  

 Innerwear Consumption Trends 

Consumption of innerwear has been on upward trend, this we have deduced from research, 

conversations with vendors and consumers. A survey we conducted among a group of career 

urban women between 25 and 37 years showed at any moment most of the women have 10-15 

wearable panties, and the number has been increasing year to year. (More results of the survey 

are contained in the last section of this guide) 

Among the reasons that have contributed to the increased consumption of innerwear are: 

• Prices have remained constant over a long time, and even when they rise it’s not in such 

a manner as to lead to drastic reduction in purchase. This is despite the fluctuation of the 

shilling and increased cost of living.  Partially this is because of the availability of 

relatively cheap innerwear imports from China and Turkey which give big enough 

margins even at relatively lower prices. 

The price stability has also been contributed by increase in the number of entrepreneurs 

who have joined the innerwear business at the import level. 

• Related to the above is the number of entrepreneurs who have joined the business at a 

retail level. In this case availability has led to increase in consumption. The increased 

competition also stabilized retail prices. 

• Trends in the fashion business have also made innerwear ‘enticing’. This has resulted in 

more consumers buying on impulse. 

• Urbanization and social exposure is making it  ‘cool’, ‘normal’, ‘healthy’ to have several 

pieces of innerwear. So for men it’s not just okay to have two pair of socks and keep 

recycling. It’s the same for women.   
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Even women who previously would have been seen as traditional are changing to 

modern innerwear consumption trends.  

 

Part of this ‘urbanization’ is for women to go ‘commando’ that is wear clothes without 

putting on panties. But although there are women who do this the numbers are not 

significant enough to threaten the business. Then, no woman, at least from our research, 

goes ‘commando’ everyday of the week.  

 

The rise in demand for innerwear has resulted in more competition. The barriers to entry are 

minimal. At the lowest level this is not, relatively, a capital intensive business. Take for instance 

those who hawk socks in bars, the capital invested could be as low Kshs.2000.   

Competition in the business will continue growing and whether you survive and thrive in the 

business will depend on some factors which will become clear as you read this report. 

Innerwear Business Setups  

The innerwear business has segmented itself based on capital invested, target consumers, 

business models, location and other such factors. Let us look at some of these segments. 

 

• Importers and Wholesalers – Importers bring in the innerwear largely from 

manufacturers in China and Turkey. Most of the importers also double as wholesalers. 

However there are a few wholesalers who are not importers. They buy from the 

importers at a discount then sell to retailers.  

 

The importers can be further classified depending on their target market. There are 

those who target the mass market, while others are focused on specialist high end 

consumers. Often in the high end market importers also act as retailers. 

 

In Nairobi the mass market importers and wholesalers are largely found in Kamukunji, 

Eastleigh and Dubois Road. A few are also found along Moi Avenue and Tom Mboya. 

 

• Retailers – These buy from wholesalers and sell directly to consumers. Of course with 

the exception of the few importers who also run their own retail shops. Retailers can be 

classified further to: 

 

▪ Hawkers – You will find these selling on the streets. Others sell by moving from 

place to place say bar to bar.  

▪ Market Stalls and Roadside Vendors – These sell from small temporary stalls 

in market places or roadsides.  
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▪ Shop Vendors – These sell from shops proper. Often these will invest in more 

formal marketing, like signboards, and display.  

 

• By target market innerwear traders can be classified as; 

 

 Vendors targeting the mass market; these literally target everyone. 

 Vendors targeting high end or niche market; by location and variety they 

sell. 

The classifications are numerous. For instance vendors can be classified by the business model 

such that you have those selling through the internet, those selling on credit, those specializing 

in particular consumers say children, men, women and so forth. 

This particular guide will focus on retail focusing on the mass market. We plan to do a wholesale 

guide later. 

 

Revenue: Figures and Case Studies 

First let us look at a sample of wholesale and retail prices so that you can get an idea of the 

margins to expect. The prices below are for March and April 2017.  There are a variety of 

suppliers and prices also vary from one supplier to another. Retail prices also vary from one 

shop to another.   

Case Study 1: Children Innerwear Shop 

This shop specializes in children innerwear. That is children boxers, underwear, panties and 

vests. They are located within Nairobi CBD, and get their supplies from a wholesaler located at 

Imenti House, Moi Avenue or from Lingerie Hub still along the same street. 

Rent: Kshs.30, 000 

Manpower: 2 Employees. Salary: Kshs.15, 000 each.  

The below is just a sample of the main items that they sell. On average they sell at least 15 

pieces of each daily.   

 

Item Quantity Wholesale 
(Kshs.) 

Retail (Kshs.)  Margin ( Kshs. 
Per Dozen)  

Kid Panties 12 1300 150 300 

Kids boxers 12 1300 150 300 

Kids vests  
(Higher Quality)  

12 4800 550 1800 

Kid Boxers 
(Lower Quality ) 

12 1000 100 200 

Kid Boxers 12 1300 200 1100 
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(Higher Quality ) 

Kid Vests (Lower 
Quality )  

12 3600 400 1200 

 

Case Study 2: Women Innerwear Shop 

This shop is located in Nairobi CBD. They are biased towards female innerwear: bras, panties, 

vests, lingerie and swimming costume.  For the men they have socks, boxers and vests.  

They also get their supplies from Lingerie Hub along Moi Avenue. Other sources are 

wholesalers in Kamukunji, Nairobi. Please note these are sample prices of particular items. 

Prices are fixed regardless of the size but differentiated by the material.  

Daily Sales: Kshs. 25,000 – Kshs.30, 000 

Average Margins: 30% 

Rent: Kshs.40, 000 

Manpower: 4 Employees  

 

Item Quantity Wholesale  Retail  Margin (per 
dozen) 

Bras  12 3500 350 700 

Seamless 
Panties 

12 1560 250 1440 

Lace Panties  12 1560 200 840 

Cotton Panties  12 1500 150 300 

Thongs / G-
String  

12 1200 200 1200 

Ladies Vest  12 4200 500 1800 

Lingerie 12 9600 1000  2400 

Swimming 
Costumes  

12 9600 950 1800 

Men Boxers 12 3000 350 1200 

Men Vests  12 6600 650 1200 

Men Socks  12 850 150  950  

 

Case Study 3: Roadside Vendor A 

This vendor operates from a make shift stall along Juja Road, Nairobi. She specializes in 

Panties and Bras because from her experience women innerwear sells more than that of men. 

The panties are either cotton or lace.  She buys the items from Kamukunji.  

She buys a packet of 6 lace panties @ Kshs. 500 and sells each panty at Kshs.150. 

She buys a dozen bras at Kshs. 2800 and sells each at Kshs. 250 or Kshs.300. In a day she will 

sell more panties than bras. And she stocks more panties because they are more profitable.  
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She sells more of lace panties than cotton. She used to sell seamless panties and thongs but 

stopped because they are expensive for her target customer. From her supplier a dozen 

seamless panties cost Kshs. 1750 and she would sell each at Kshs. 250.  

In a day she sells 6-10 panties and 2-5 bras. Her profits range from Kshs.600 to Kshs.1000 in a 

day.  

 

Case Study 4: Street Vendor A 

 

Location:  Lower Tom Mboya Street  

She specializes in male innerwear, specifically vests and boxers. She chose to sell men 

innerwear because all vendors around her are selling female items. Her main customers are 

‘low income men and women buying for their husbands and boyfriends “  

She buys items from Kamukunji. She buys vests at Kshs.850 a dozen and sells each at 

Kshs.100. While she buys boxers at Kshs. 720 and sells each at Kshs. 120. Every day she sells 

at least 4 vests and 14 boxers.  

 

Case Study 5: Wholesaler A Prices  

Below are sample prices from Lingerie Hub, a leading retailer along Moi Avenue Nairobi. The 

quantity is the minimum to enjoy wholesale prices.  

Item Quantity Wholesale Price   

Normal Bras 12 3500  

Capri Bras 3 1000  

Seamless Panties 12 1560  

Lace Panties 12 1560  

Thongs/ G-String 12 1200  

Ladies Vests 12 4200  

Lingerie 12 9600  

Swimming Costume 12 9600  

Men Boxers  12 3000  

Men Socks 12 950  

Men Vests 12 6500  

Kid Panties 12 1300  

Kid Boxers 12 1300  

Kid Vests 12 4800   
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Case Study 6: Wholesaler B Prices 

The below are sample prices from a wholesaler based in Kamukunji, Nairobi. 

 

Item Quantity Wholesale Price   

Lace Panties 12 1800  

Cotton Panties 12 1800  

Seamless Cotton 12 1800  

Seamless Silk 12 1560  

High Waist Panties 12 1800,3600,6000  

Kids Panties (Cotton) 12 960 (3-11 years )  

Kids Panties (Normal) 12 480 (flowered type)  

Hot Pant (Cotton) 12 1800  

Hot Pant (Stretcher ) 12 1200  

Hot Pant (Larlina )  12 1800    

    

Normal Bras 12 1200,1800  

Capri Bras 12 2400,3000,3600,4800  

Boob Tops 12 480,720,1200, 1800  

    

Normal Bikers 12 1200,1800,2400,3000  

Biker Seamless 12 1800  

    

Women Stockings 12 1800  

Skin Tight 12 1200,1800  

Heavy Stockings 12 3000  

    

    

Men’s Socks 12 360,480,600, 
720,1200 

 

Men’s Socks (Limax) 12 2160  

Kid’s Socks 12 480,600  

Ankle Socks 12 480  

    

Handkerchiefs (All 
Types) 

12 150,180, 240, 360, 
500 

 

    

Slimming Belt 12 3600  

    

    

Stretcher 12 3000  

Cotton 12 3600,4200, 5400  

    

Men Boxers 12 960,1200,1800,2400  

Men Boxers (Short) 12 3000  

Kid Boxers - Cotton 12 1200,1800  
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Kid Boxers – Silk 12 960  

    

Men Vest  12 840  

Men Vests  3  500,600, 750  

Kids Vest 12 720, 4800  

Kida Vest  3  550  

 

 

Revenue Observations 

• Margins in the business range from 20% to 50% 

• There are no standard retail prices. Prices depend on the retailer, location and cost. For 

instance retailers paying higher rent have higher prices. And so are retailers located in 

what could be considered prime locations. 

• Although the case studies we have enumerated above are doing relatively well there are 

others struggling and making sales of 3-5 items.  

• Wholesale prices also vary from one wholesaler to another. The differences could be as 

little as Kshs.10 to as much as Kshs.200. 

• Major expenses in the business are labour and rent. Other expenses could include 

electricity and advertising. 

• For most items there are different qualities, and with that various pricing. The price 

differences are to cater for variety of incomes. 

What Influences Sales  

Sales are influenced by the location, target market and variety on offer. Shops with a wider 

variety even of the same item and in the same location recorded higher sales. 

Consumers, especially women in their early twenties to mid thirties, want variety, differentiation 

and to be the first to try new functional designs.  Our survey showed that none of the 

respondents would like to have the same kind of innerwear; they want variety in design and 

colour. If you are targeting such consumers then variety is and fresh designs are important. If 

you don’t have variety then fewer customers will walk to your shop.  

In rural areas variety in design is not as important as that in price.  

Target market – If you are targeting consumers with higher disposable income it means they 

can afford to spend more on items like innerwear. On the other hand low income consumers will 

have just the ‘right’ number of innerwear, and will do more to resist impulse buying.  

Specialization increased sales based on what the competition was doing. If for instance 

everyone in the immediate vicinity is laces only then selling having cotton or male wear would 

increase sales.  
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Pricing  

Price based on your location and what are agreed as the standard prices in the location. For the 

common items such as ‘kawaida’ socks, boxers, bras and panties, consumers are very aware of 

the prevailing market prices. Charging above the standard prices will chase away customers. 

Still if you are located in a premium location or offering what could be considered high end 

products then there you can charge higher.  

Capital 

The following capital is a guideline for a small retail shop; a slightly smaller version of Case 

Study 2.  You can scale as need be.  

Item Breakdown  Total 
(Kshs.) 

                                                                     Licenses 

   

Single User Business Permit 1 10,000 

Signboard License 1    3,000 

Fire Inspectorate 1    1,500 

Waste Management  1    1,500 

Sub Total   16,000 

   

                                                                      Equipment 

   

Display & Display Equipment All 15,000 

Fire Extinguisher 1   4,000 

Signboard  10,000 

Other Equipment (E.g. Mirrors, Mannequins, Display 
Rings ) 

All   20,000 

Sub Total   49,000 

   

                                                              Stock and Related 

Stock  Various 100,000 

Sub Total  100,000 

   

                                                                         Premises 

   

Rent 2 months deposit + 1 
month rent. Will depend 
on location. (@ 
Kshs.10,000 per month) 

30,000 

Renovation and Remodeling Repainting and any 
branding 

10,000 

Sub Total   40,000 

   

                                                                    Working Capital 

   

Salary  3 months @ Kshs.10000 30,000 
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per month ( 1 employee) 

Sub Total   30,000 

   

   

Grand Total ( Adding all the above sub totals)   235,000  

 

 

Notes on Capital  

The capital breakdown above is just a guideline. There are many variables which can change. 

That said Kshs.  300,000 should be enough to set up a decent innerwear shop.  

We have used the items in Case Study 2 to estimate the capital.  Kshs.100, 000 is enough to 

buy at least two dozen of each of the items listed. Still you should stock based on the needs of 

your target customer and location. 

Cost of licenses, renovation and salaries could based on your location. 

The rent could be lower depending on your landlord and location. 

An average quality mannequin will be about Kshs.4000. If you will have several then the capital 

requirements will change. Signboards will depend on the size and the type, renovations will be 

tied to the present status of the building.There are such things that could change the capital you 

need.  

In the end you can adjust the amount you stock to fit your budget. But understand clearly your 

direct competition and target market. For instance of you are setup in an urban town center then 

to compete effectively you need to offer variety and fair prices.  

Consumer Survey: Women  

The easiest way to start an innerwear wear business is to go to a wholesaler and order a variety 

of items. However to assist you in making the right call when getting into the business below is a 

survey which will help in understanding innerwear consumption habits which you can then build 

on as you start your shop.  

To give you an idea we sampled a group of women in Nairobi aged between 25 and 37 years 

and working.  Don’t take this to mean women are the only consumers. Men too matter. However 

for this survey we focused on women who form the majority of innerwear consumers in terms of 

average spending. 

Here are the relevant results:  
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Quality  

Quality is the biggest consideration when choosing innerwear. Quality means the look of the 

aesthetics of the innerwear and also quality in terms of comfort, health considerations and 

durability. Quality is judged by the look and feel.  

 

Vendor Loyalty  

We asked if the women are loyal to a particular innerwear vendor; 

 

 

Most women are not loyal to a particular innerwear shop. This means it’s advantageous to 

locate in high foot traffic areas. It also means that you should try maximizing the spending of 

each customer who visits your shop; squeeze the most from them.  

And although loyalty is low do your best to keep as many first time customers as possible 

coming back.  Start with the basics like great service and a promise of new designs every 

month.   

Going by the above statistics there is a high chance that a customer who has bought from you 

today won’t buy from you again in the near future.  And if she or he has to come back it’s 

because of the quality of your innerwear, the convenience you offer by your location, your price 

and service. 

Having your shop in an area with high foot traffic will mean that there will be a big enough flow 

of new customers to help you break even and make profit.  

  

17%

83%

Are You Loyal To Any Innerwear Vendor?

Yes No
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Frequency of Purchase  

 

So how often do the respondents purchase innerwear?  

 

 

Most women purchase innerwear randomly, this coupled with the fact that they are not loyal to a 

particular shop insinuates that impulse informs their buying.   

To increase sales you have to position for impulse buying. ; Again location becomes an import 

consideration. Locating in areas frequented by the 'right' kind of consumers. Impulse is also 

about tempting the consumer to buy, thus display, designs, shop layout and sales skills matter.  

 

Purchase Triggers 

Although many women said they purchase innerwear on impulse, impulse does not exist in a 

vacuum; in the subconscious there is something that justifies the purchase.  There are also the 

women with some regularity of sorts. So what triggers purchase? 

18%

27%

9%

46%

Frequency of Purchase

Monthly After two months After six months

Doesn’t have a schedule After three months
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Women care about their hygiene and its one of the things that informs their purchase.  You 

cannot influence all the other factors but you can influence sight. This is by how you display and 

what you sell and where you locate.  It’s becoming obvious that location and ways to entice 

customers are success factors.  

That “wearing out” is a purchase trigger means that this is the kind of item that consumers have 

to replace now and then. It’s the same case with purchase triggered by occasion. (See below for 

what occasion in this case means) 

Frequently Bought Innerwear  

For the female respondents panties are the most purchased innerwear. Bras come second. For 

men its socks followed by boxers.  

Panty Type 

In terms of the material used to make them there are various types of panties. So which are the 

preferred?  

32%

32%

16%

20%

Purchase Triggers

Hygiene Wearing Out Occasion Sight
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Most women have both cotton and lace panties. And although there are more women using lace 

than cotton, there are a significant number using cotton. All this means that you should stock 

both cotton and lace, with a bias towards laces.  

Cotton is preferred because it’s absorbent, comfortable, and healthy and does not cling to the 

body. Lace is preferred because it’s light, appealing and “sexy “.  

Other materials used in making panties are nylon, polyester and rayon.  (See the end of this 

guide for more on cotton and panties)  

 

Bra Type 

Same with panties there are various types of bras depending on design. So what types of bras 

are most popular? 

 

33%

39%

28%

Type of Panty

Cotton and Lace Lace Cotton

32%

33%

22%

13%

Type of Bra

Pushups Lace Bras Strapless Padded Bra
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Pushup bras are preferred because they enhance the wearer’s image. On the other hand lace 

bras are proffered because they are attractive. While for padded bras it’s because of the 

comfort. Strapless are desirable when wearing strapless clothes.  

Ideally you should stock all the main kinds of bras. You should also be aware of the market 

trends; new products in both the local and international market.  

  

Considerations When Purchasing Panties 

When asked what they consider when buying a panty, each of the respondents gave a number 

of reasons.  

Material and size were the most important to all the women. Other key considerations were 

price, appearance and occasion.   Materials could be cotton and laces. Each has different 

textures and feel. Thus you should store a variety of sizes and textures.  

 

Niche Innerwear? 

The survey sought to find if the respondents buy niche innerwear. 

 

 

Only few women purchase niche innerwear. Niche innerwears include items like sports bras. 

However the number is gradually growing. This should inform your stocking. And would a niche 

innerwear business work?  

Considering the purchase habits and the number of women using niche innerwear it makes 

sense to have an all innerwear shop, and create awareness of the niche products, at  least  if 

you are targeting the mass market.  

25%

75%

Niche Innerwear

Yes No
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Secondhand Innerwear 

There are mitumba bras, panties, petticoats, socks and other items. We asked the respondents 

if they buy second hand innerwear; 

 

 

 

There are a significant number of women who also purchase second hand innerwear. Of all 

those interviewed bras was the only second hand innerwear they purchased. Such women had 

a mix of new and second hand bras. The latter were preferred because of their durability, 

comfort and ‘superior’ workmanship.  

Some shops in the estates sell second hand bras in addition to the new ones.  

Highest Amount Spent on Innerwear 

We also wanted to know the highest spent on a single item of innerwear: 

 

43%

57%

Second Hand Innerwear

Yes No

50%

16%

17%

17%

Highest Amount Spent on Innerwear

Kshs.300 Kshs.100 Kshs.500 Kshs.200
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Most of the respondents said the maximum they have spent on innerwear is Kshs. 300. This 

excludes lingerie. Partially this is a result of the prevailing prices. From the figures above it 

shows that if you are targeting the mass market then go for fairly priced innerwear.  

Least Amount Spent on Innerwear 

The survey sought to know the lowest amount the respondents have spent on any form of 

innerwear. The results were as follows: 

 

 

Majority of the women as represented by the respondents are willing to spend at least Kshs.100 

on innerwear. Looking at this together with the figures of the highest amount spent then it shows 

the ideal pricing of female innerwear is Kshs.100 to Kshs.300.  

 

Choice of Innerwear  

We sought to know what determines which panty to wear on a particular day from the various 

panties a respondent has at any one time: 

 

24%

24%
24%

28%

Least Amount Spent on Innewear

Kshs.20 Kshs.80 Kshs.50 Kshs.100

50%

20%

30%

What Determines Choice of Panty

Occasion Type of Dressing Material of Clothes
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Occasion here means not just an event but if they are going to be meeting a partner, during 

monthly periods, activities such as swimming and the like.  

All the above imply that at any one time women will have a variety of panties. Indeed this 

research also showed most at a particular time most respondents have 10-15 wearable panties.  

Buying innerwear is not necessarily a matter of urgency but sometimes of taste, fitting in with 

lifestyle. For your business this means variety, and you being very aware the extra panty is 

more often than not an option.  

 

Shy? 

We asked the women if they are shy when buying any of their innerwear.  

 

 

Most women are not shy when purchasing innerwear. If they were hawkers and other street 

vendors would be out of business. That said you should cater for the shy woman by making the 

buying process as comfortable as possible for everyone. 

 

Attendant Preference 

We sought to know whether the respondents preferred male or female attendants or sellers 

when buying innerwear: 
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Many of the respondents are okay with either female or male attendants. Still none out rightly 

said they prefer male attendants, and there is a significant number who prefer female.  

Those who preferred female said it is because women understand each other, they are better at 

estimating sizes and making suggestions. It was not out of shyness. Preferably then a female 

attendant or salesperson is better. Women who are very sure of what the innerwear they want 

and size just look and order, no discussion.  

 

Online Shopping 

We sought to get the views of the respondents in regard to shopping online for innerwear: 
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43%

Male or Female Attendant?
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67%
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The reasons given by women who are reluctant to buy innerwear online are they have to see 

and feel the quality before buying.  

If you are going to sell through an online shop you have to find a way to overcome this 

reluctance. To build trust such that the reluctant consumers believe what you say an item in 

your online store is it’s actually what it is. 

Conclusion 

At the end of the day consumers are looking for functional underwear which is aesthetically 

appealing and fairly priced. Among the details that are important to consumers are comfort, 

stain resistance, absorption and on washing does not shrink or stretch. Whereas as a retailer 

you don’t have an influence on the manufacturing process if you understand the consumer then 

you can stock in a one way that satisfies as many as of the consumer needs as possible. 

 

Starting : Step by Step  

 

Step 1: Identify Location  

Identifying a location could be based on opportunity that has been created or a gap in the 

market. In the first instance:  Mall B is opening. They are intensively marketing it, they are 

definitely going to draw in a lot of foot traffic if I have an innerwear shop there I am definitely 

going to get customers. 

In the second case: There is no proper underwear shop in Pangani, consumer have to go all the 

way to Nairobi CBD, let me start one here.  

Considering impulse plays a big part in purchase of innerwear an ideal location should be one 

with high traffic and consumers with disposable income.  

Still the location will determine the kind of innerwear you are going to stock. For instance if you 

are locating in a mall at Westlands then you will to cater for the needs of the higher income 

clientele who will shop there. Thus you might need to have even a wider variety, offer higher 

quality panties and designs, have designer underwear and so forth. 

If you want to set up on the side of the road on your way to Mlango Kubwa then you will have to 

offer innerwear which is functional but low priced. 

If in a small rural town where tastes are conservative then you might have to go with safe 

designs. 
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Step 2: Decide what you are going to sell? Target market 

There is a wide variety of innerwear you could sell. What you stock and sell should be 

determined by your location, target market, competition and capital at hand. Reverting to the 

example above if your shop is at Two Rivers then you need to go for higher quality brands. If 

you are selling from the streets having lingerie might not make much sense.  

The target market could be in terms of gender; men or women or income, or even age. If you 

are targeting young career women in their twenties then what you stock could be different than if 

you are targeting married women in their forties, or children. 

If you have limited capital then you have to allocate it in the best way. Look at your location and 

decide what could be the fast moving items.  

If the competition is only selling female innerwear and you are in a location where there is a 

significant number of men then you could start selling male items. 

 

c) Step 3:  Identify Supplier 

Once you are sure of what you want to stock identify suppliers. Don’t stick with one supplier; 

shop around comparing prices and terms.  

Look at the wholesale prices and retail prices in your area. See how much you will need to sell 

to break even. That is paying your rent and workers if any. Considering everything I the location, 

your business strategy is it something you can achieve? If yes move on to the next step 

You can use the particular competition in your area to gauge how much you are likely to sell. 

There is no formula to this you just have to talk to those in the business.  

 

Step 4: Acquire Licenses and Renovate Premises 

The major license required is the usual county government trade license. This can be acquired 

from your respective county offices. The cost will depend on the location. If you are selling from 

the roadside or the market, the costs could be as low as Kshs. 50 per day of course depending 

on the county. If operating from a premises budget at least Kshs. 10,000 for the license. 

As you renovate the key thing is to think of the display. You need to tempt the customers to walk 

in. This is by display. Depending on the setting you might need to have some mannequins or 

rings that show how the items will look like. 

If you will not be the one selling then start looking for an assistant 

Step 5: Acquire Stock and Open the doors 

Buy what the stock, put on display, and open the doors.  
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What Competition Is Based On 

• Location – By locating in those places considered to be high traffic, visible and strategic 

areas.  Or in areas with low competition  

• Variety – For instance there are many retail shops with a wider variety than 

supermarkets and thus you find some women will prefer to shop in the former.  

• Specialization – For instance in the children innerwear, women panties, men socks and 

the like. 

• Pricing – Competing on price though not common is increasingly be used. This is more 

so for female innerwear of which is there is a range.  

• Service – Some traders try to differentiate by having exceptional service. Such service 

exceptions include basic courtesy and extras such help with fitting and making choice.  

 

Reasons For Closing Down 

• In addition to the existing businesses we surveyed some of those that have quit the 

business. The main reasons were: 

• Poor sales as a result of increased competition. 

• Poor location which does not attract enough customers. This was more so with the case 

of more formal setups.  

• Poor stocking vis a vis target location. For instance, having a very limited variety in a 

location which attracts young hip urban women. 

• Poor sourcing and pricing 

 

A Note on Cotton and Laces Panties 

Initially female panties were made of cotton. But then the Chinese started mass producing lace 

panties. From our survey many women think cotton panties are more comfortable than those 

made of laces. They are also more durable compared to the laces which tear more easily. 

However a section of them and especially urban women in their 20s and mid 30s, and cotton 

panties are considered boring nay unsexy.  

When it comes to panties sexy to a woman does not necessarily have to do with eroticism. It’s 

more of how she feels when wearing something she considers good. Of course one cannot 

totally ignore the eroticism but more often than not it’s not the main consideration when 

purchasing. 

 So they don’t necessarily pick a particular panty because someone will get to see it, but first 

because of what they want to feel about themselves. What the panty makes them feel.  The 

sexy feel. Sexy is important and increasingly becoming so.   
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Still for those in relationships the eroticism will play a part but it’s not always the main part. 

Most, but not all, of the panties in the market that are sold as cotton is not pure cotton. They are 

blends. Thus they are not as effective as the real cotton should be; some trigger sweating, stain 

and don’t absorb. For some women they won’t just buy an unsexy panty just because its cotton, 

and more so expensive.  

Given such a choice and experience some women will go for lace which is exciting. Lace 

panties are just laces with a patch of cotton.  The educated urban woman knows the advantage 

of cotton but is she willing to have all her panties as cotton? When there are lace equivalent 

which are aesthetically more appealing, give a bigger psychological boost, and are less 

expensive? She balances between the healthy cotton and sexy laces. She will have both the 

cotton and lace, often with a bias towards lace 

So why then can there be ‘sexy’ cotton panties? Because cotton is a stiff, rigid fabric. Sexy 

fabrics have a natural drape or stretch that cotton doesn't have unless it’s blended. 

Another factor about laces is that it doesn’t give panty lines even when a woman is wearing tight 

clothes. These are what are called seamless panties.  Of course there are also seamless cotton 

panties but not as effective as laces.  

So the above explains why lace panties dominate the urban undergarment market. 

Dominate does not mean total control. There is still a significant market for cotton panties.  

Many women will have both laces and cotton panties. 

This information should help you stock intelligently especially if you have limited capital. Ideally 

in an urban innerwear shop you should have both laces and cotton. But because lace is more 

popular then you should have more of lace.  

There would be temptation to say because everyone is doing lace, or lace and cotton why not 

have a shop specializing in cotton panties only? This would be a niche market. And although 

you could get the numbers purchasing habits, as have already become clear above, could make 

this not a very wise business decision.  

Wholesalers 

The highest density of suppliers is in Kamukunji area of Nairobi CBD. Kamukunji is the area 

behind OTC on your way to Machakos Country Bus. At Kamukunji there are tens of 

wholesalers. Although the wholesalers have more or less the same items they vary in terms of 

prices and customer service. One wholesaler could have one item at a lower price and another 

at a higher. Thus it’s important to shop around. Some wholesalers are also very hostile if they 

are not sure you are going to purchase, but don’t let that discourage you. 

Another major wholesaler is Lingerie Hub, along Moi Avenue Nairobi. This one tends to have 

more ‘modern’ innerwear, and at times wider variety. Imenti House along Tom Mboya also 

houses a number if wholesalers.  
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There are also tens of wholesalers in Eastleigh. The many malls there have tens of wholesalers. 

Dubois Road, still in the CBD also houses a number of wholesalers. 

Most of the major towns also have wholesalers. One way to identify them is near the bus stages 

from shops that hawkers buy items from. Prices often vary from one town to another. 
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